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Forward Looking Statement Disclaimer

The information contained herein, while obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. This Presentation is for information only and does not constitute an 
offer to sell or a solicitation to buy the securities referred to herein. No securities regulator or stock exchange has reviewed or accepted responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this Presentation.  All 
figures in United States dollars unless indicated otherwise.

This Presentation contains “forward-looking statements” and “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian and United States securities legislation (together, “forward looking 
information”). Except for statements of historical fact relating to Canada Jetlines Operations Ltd. (the “Company”), the statements contained herein constitute forward-looking information, including any 
information as to strategy, plans or future financial or operating performance. Forward-looking statements are characterized by words such as “plan”, “expect”, “budget”, “target”, “project”, “intend”, 
“believe”, “anticipate”, “estimate” and other similar words or statements that certain events or conditions “may” or “will” occur. Forward-looking information is based on the opinions, assumptions and 
estimates of management that are considered to be reasonable at the time the statements are made, and are inherently subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other known and unknown factors 
that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking information. These factors include the need for additional financing; reliance on key personnel; the 
potential for conflicts of interest among certain officers, directors or promoters; the absence of dividends; competition; inability to secure required governmental, regulatory, stock exchange or other such 
approvals; the completion of the licensing process; the ability to acquire aircraft on favorable terms and general economic, market or business conditions. In particular, this Presentation contains forward-
looking statements pertaining to the following: expectations as to future operations of the Company and the timing and receipt of all regulatory approvals required for operations by the Company; desirability 
of operating aircraft on certain routes and the pricing of airfares on such routes; anticipated competitive response from existing airlines as well as potential new market entrants which may compete with the 
Company; impact of governmental regulation on the Company; future development and growth prospects; expected operating costs, general administrative costs, costs of services and other costs and 
expenses; ability to meet current and future obligations; projections of revenues and profits; ability to obtain equipment, services and supplies in a timely manner, including the ability to lease or purchase 
aircraft; the destinations the Company intends to service, the details of the Company’s business partners; and ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms or at all. 

With respect to forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, the Company have made assumptions regarding, among other things, the following: the timely receipt of governmental approvals, 
including the receipt of approval from regulators in the Canada and other jurisdictions where the Company may operate; the timely commencement of operations by the Company and the success of such 
operations; the ability of the Company to implement its business plan as intended; the legislative and regulatory environments of the jurisdictions where the Company will carry on business or have 
operations; the impact of competition and the competitive response to the Company’s business strategy; availability of aircraft; timing and amount of capital expenditures; conditions in general economic and 
financial markets; and the Company’s ability to obtain additional financing on satisfactory terms. The actual results, performance or achievements of the Company could differ materially from those 
anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth below, including but not limited to: general economic conditions; the ability of management to execute its business plan; 
the competitive response from existing airlines in North America and potential new market entrants which may compete with the Company; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic; the availability of sufficient 
financial resources to fund the Company’s expenditures; the possibility that government policies, regulations or laws may change or governmental approvals may be delayed, withheld or conditioned; stock 
market volatility and market valuations; and the availability of capital on acceptable terms or at all.

Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking information, there may be 
other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that forward-looking information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and 
future events could differ materially from what is anticipated in such information. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking information. The forward-looking information 
contained herein is presented for the purpose of assisting investors in understanding the Company’s expected financial and operational performance and the Company’s plans and objectives and may not be 
appropriate for other purposes. Management the Company do not undertake to provide updates with respect to forward-looking information, except as may be required by law.

This Presentation also contains future-oriented financial information and financial outlook information (collectively, “FOFI”) about the pro forma revenue of the resulting issuer which are subject to the same 
assumptions, risk factors, limitations and qualifications as set forth in the above paragraphs. FOFI contained in this Presentation was made as of the date of this Presentation and was provided for the purpose 
of providing further information about the Company’s anticipated future business operations. the Company disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any FOFI contained in this Presentation, 
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required pursuant to applicable law. FOFI contained in this Presentation should not be used for purposes other than for which it is 
disclosed herein. Such future-oriented production information is provided for the purpose of providing information about management's current expectations and plans relating to the future. Readers are 
cautioned that such outlook or information should not be used for purposes other than for which it is disclosed in this Presentation.
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Investment Thesis

✓ Rare ground floor opportunity to invest in a publicly traded Canadian Airline

✓ Perfectly positioned to capitalize on the rebound and rapid growth of leisure travel

✓ Highly experienced management and world class Board of Directors

✓ 100% equity financed to date

✓ Well capitalized - oversubscribed $6.5M, $0.40 unit financing July 2021 (~$20M post money valuation 
CDN)

✓ Operations commence early 2022 subject to Canadian Transport Authority (CTA) approval

✓ Three Airbus A320’s in 2022 growing to a forecast 15 aircraft by 2025

✓ Post pandemic opportunity to lease relatively new aircraft at highly attractive rates

✓ Low cost per available seat mile (CASM) & forecast pricing advantage = higher margins vs. competitors 

✓ Support with partial ownership from GlobalX (July/20 $9M GX market cap USD to ~$100M Sept/21)

✓ Reaps the cost benefit from GlobalX relationships - price break on piggyback agreements
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The fleet will consist of Airbus A320’s which has an excellent dispatch reliability and safety 
record. The A320 provides passengers with a slightly larger cabin width than the B737

Configuration: single class, all economy (high density 180-seats)

Forecast Fleet Size
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Timing Is Everything 
“This is the best opportunity to start an airline in over 20 years” CEO Eddy Doyle

• Launch a new leisure market focused airline in Canada with aircraft, assets, people and services at 
post-COVID rates:

– Aircraft: Lease rates are approximately 50% less
– Pilots: Ample availability and competitive compensation 
– Vendor contracts: Lower cost, better terms and reduced deposits

• Clean slate start-up without the debts and vouchers accumulated during the pandemic by established 
airlines and the damage done to their brands

• Competitors carry debt & have been financially weakened by the pandemic

• Ability to recruit highly-trained employees at an attractive compensation rate vs. pre-COVID, placing a 
key emphasis on employee engagement 

• Positioning employee engagement and culture development as a key tenant of Jetlines’ with no 
employee collective agreement restrictions (union) limiting productivity or the ability to introduce new 
service or market opportunities 

• Overall lower costs than competitors
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GlobalX Airlines & Canada Jetlines Partnership

Canada Jetlines (CJ) was a wholly owned subsidiary of Global Crossing Airlines (GlobalX), which was acquired 
as part of a merger in 2020. To meet Canadian ownership regulations, GlobalX completed the CJ spin off in 
June 2021 (1 CJ share for 2 GlobalX shares). GlobalX retains a minority position in Canada Jetlines

GlobalX has contributed assets as per below, and will continue to provide operational support, which will 
reduce certification costs.

• Manuals: Extensive suite of manuals was contributed, which will significantly shorten the time and cost of 
obtaining an Air Operator Certificate (AOC) 

• Aircraft: Secure the first aircraft that will be transferred to Canada Jetlines at the start of operations 

• Operations: GlobalX will provide support on future aircraft acquisition and technical expertise as required 

• Vendors: Will leverage vendor agreements such as maintenance software to secure favorable terms for 
Canada Jetlines

• Other Support: Contribute operational expertise to expedite the certification process for Canada Jetlines
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The Canadian Marketplace
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• The Canadian air transport industry is a C$48 billion industry (IATA)

• Two airlines control approximately 85% of the market in Canada. This duopolistic nature allows them 
to control pricing

• WestJet and Air Canada are limited by employee contractual obligations that limit Swoop and Rouge 
fleet size and routes they can fly

• Despite the high pricing, Canadians remain among the most frequent  air travelers in the world 
averaging 1.79 trips per capita annually. US travelers, who have significantly lower fares, average 1.88



Leisure Travel Destinations
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• In 2019, air travel to the United States by Canadians accounted for 10 million trips (statcan.gc.ca)

• Top 6 U.S destinations  in order of importance are:

1. Fort Lauderdale 2. Miami

3. Orlando 4. Los Angeles

5.  Las Vegas 6. Phoenix

• Mexico is the second most visited country by Canadians with over 2 million trips per year (statcan.gc.ca)

• More than half of leisure trips taken by Canadians outside of the U.S are to Mexico and the Caribbean 



Why Choose a Leisure Model

• Flexibility and speed to market 

• Higher margin opportunities given the ability to deploy capacity to high demand markets based 
on seasonality

• No need to support unprofitable routes 

• Distribution alternatives include partners taking risk, block seats agreements, on segments 
which allows carrier to fly with predictable and profitable loads 

• Ability to maximize ancillary revenues ( seats selection, buy on board, etc. ) and third-party 
commissions from travel packages (hotel, car rental, travel insurance, and tour commissions)

• Lower cost of sales vs. other Canadian operators (i.e. booking fees)

• Offer travelers, tour operators, travel agents, Online Travel Agents and consolidators an 
alternative 
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Targeted Markets
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Revenue and Distribution Strategy

Revenue will come from the below line items:
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Base Fare

Ancillary Revenue 
(Checked bags, 

seat selection, buy 
onboard) 

Vacation package 
commission (hotel 
room, car rental, 

activities)

Utilize consumer direct website (jetlines.ca) where best content and partner network will be available to purchase 

Strategic partnership’s travel agencies, leveraging ability to market and sell inventory to Canadian consumers:
- Leverage the power of SoftVoyages’ network of travel agencies to sell vacation packages
- Work with Tour Operators (Jetlines Vacations, TravelBrands)
- Partner with Consolidators (Voyzant, Mondee, SkyBird)
- Collaborate with Traditional and Online Travel Agencies (Flight Centre, Expedia, Fareportal etc.)

https://jetlines.ca/


Direct Distribution

Direct Channel 

Airline Web Site + Direct Connect API + Canada Jetlines Contact Centre 

• Airline website will be lowest cost channel, however it will not be highest margin 

• Jetlines will be selling Seat Only and Package Vacations via Jetlines.ca and Jetlinevacations.ca

• JetlineVacations will be distributed via Softvoyage to Tour Operators in Canada and the U.S. – we’ll 
have a strategic partnership that will include access to hotel bed banks combined with seats 

• Jetlines will also service customers via a thirdparty service centre with dedicated staff to service 
business that will scale as we grow the fleet and network

• Merchandising and Display capability in our channels is critical in order to monetize any non-seat 
attributes. Ancillary revenue will be a key contributor to margin 
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Indirect Distribution

Indirect Channel 

Canadian Travel segment is still dominated by travel trade. We foresee a shift to travel agents for 
bookings given the complexity + general lack of consistency of COVID Protocol:

• Canada Jetlines will develop strategic agency partnerships with key firms throughout North America 

• Partnerships with Travel Trade will include traditional travel agencies, online travel agencies, 
consolidators and potentially the leisure division of TMC’s 

• Jetlines and Jetline Vacations inventory will be distributed via Softvoyage to Tour Operators in Canada 
and the USA – using the TTS and SIREV platforms. This will put our product on the desktop of more 
than 90% of Canada’s travel agencies + tour operators

• Given our launch markets of Mexico and Florida, Jetline Vacations will launch with inventory from Bed 
banks which will include partners: Dingas, HSBI, Jumbo, Hotel Beds and Booking.com, along with 
inventory available via Softvoyage

• Jetline Vacations will conduct direct deals within launch markets with 10 hotels in each, mitigating 
margin erosion attached to using third party bedbanks 
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Revenue Management 
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Offer to Include:
• Revenue Management at 

Canada Jetlines will be guest 
centric, offering proposition 
tailored to each individuals  
preferences

Key Components :
• Insights to customers preferences are 

key enablers to build timely + relevant 
offers

• Utilize NDC to distribute our affairs 
and subsequent salaries

• Technology + IT Will enhance the 
display of our customer proposition 
rich content connecting via NDC also 
enables broader distribution to lower 
cost channels



Canadian Transportation Agency (CTA) Process
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Air Operator Certificate (AOC) Process and 
Timeline
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Canada Jetlines Management Team

Eddy Doyle - President 
• Over 35 years experience in aviation. Ed started his career as a pilot in 

the Canadian Air Force before joining Air Canada in 1989

• Over 11,000 hours flying experience - has flown Airbus and Boeing 
aircraft domestically and internationally

• At Air Canada was responsible for nearly 4,000 pilots, dispatchers, 
load agents, and administrative staff 

• Played a crucial role in the Air Canada restructuring process of 2004, 
the negotiation with the pilots’ union of the agreement that allowed 
the creation of Rouge, and major cost control improvements

• After retiring from Air Canada, Ed took the position of Deputy-CEO at 
Bamboo Airways in Vietnam, where he helped launch the airline.

• Grew the airline to 25 aircraft (A320 & B787) by the end of its first 
year in operation

Duncan Bureau – Chief Commercial Officer
• Duncan was recently Senior VP Sales & Distribution at Etihad

• President Air Canada Rouge

• Global Vice President Sales & Distribution Air Canada 

• Senior VP Global Sales & Distribution at Malaysia Airlines

• VP Sales & Partnerships at Westjet.

• In the coming months, Duncan will be building the commercial team 
and establishing Canada Jetlines Tour Operations business and 
distribution strategy.

Vic Charlebois - VP Flight Operations
• Vic has over 35 years experience in the industry and was previously employed by 

Jetlines as VP Flight Operations for two years. He is the primary author of several of 
the critical AOC manuals that will be submitted to Transport Canada 

• Transport Canada has the highest respect for Vic’s previous work and knowledge. He 
has previously served in the same role with First Air, Zoom Airlines and Canada 3000 
after an 18 year career in the Canadian Air Force. 

Brad Warren - VP Maintenance
• Brad has more than 25 years of aircraft maintenance experience. Most recently 

serving as the Managing Director at Air Canada accountable for line maintenance 
with more than 1,800 maintenance technicians across Canada and around the globe. 
Prior to that he held a senior leadership role at Air Canada Rouge after his time as 
Vice President of maintenance for Air Georgian and Regional 1 including the role of 
PRM (Transport Canada designation for Person Responsible for Maintenance) 

• Brad is very familiar with the Airbus 320 family having worked with this aircraft type 
both at Rouge and Air Canada

Anup Anand – Director Cabin Safety & In-Flight
• 27 years of experience in multiple roles in the aviation industry, most recently as 

Managing Director, In-Flight Service Operations at Air Canada, responsible for over 
8500 Cabin Crew.

• Anup is passionate about delivering a strong sense of culture and team in a safety 
focused environment and is recognized as a champion for continuous improvement 
and strong leadership.



Additional Key Personnel

Executive Team Positions filled:

• Capt Randy Howe (Chief Pilot) 

• Barbara Syrek (CFO) 

• Vitaliy Kozak (Manager Finance & Accounting)

• Colin Ethier (Director of Maintenance)

• Robert Pope (Director of IT) 

• Adam Wilcox (Director of Business Development Network Planning)
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CJ Board of Directors
Ryan Goepel, Chairman
• Over 20 years in Senior Finance Roles

• Significant LCC narrowbody CFO experience

• Multiple successful startups

• Key role in the first Burger King IPO

The Honourable Jean Charest
• Former Deputy Prime Minister of Canada and Premier of Québec

• Notably the initiator of the negotiation for the Canada-European 
Union Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement (CETA). 

• As Minister of the Environment, he led Canada’s delegation at the 
1992 Earth Summit on the economy and the environment in Rio and 
was praised for his leadership role among G7 countries on climate 
change and biodiversity.

Peggy Gilmour, CPA, CA, CRMA, ICD.D
• Board Chair, Institute of Internal Auditors, Toronto Chapter

• Senior Finance executive in the Banking and Transportation sectors.

• Currently serves as Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee Chair on 
the Board of POINT Biopharma.

Beth S. Horowitz
• Former President & CEO, Amex Bank of Canada, and Former President & General 

Manager, Amex Canada, Inc.

• Beth was appointed to the HSBC Bank Canada Board

• 20 years of non-profit and corporate board experience

David Kruschell
• President & CEO at Frontier Lodging Solutions

• Prior to Frontier Lodging, David was Senior Vice President, Client 
Management & Consulting at Direct Travel, a leader in travel management in 
north America, employing over 725 travel professionals in Canada

Ken McKenzie
• Principal of Meridian Blue, LLC.

• Seasoned airline executive who most recently held roles at Airbus Americas as 
EVP Customers, SVP Strategy & Corporate Development and SVP Customer 
Services. 

• Prior to Airbus, Ken served as Chief Operating Officer of Spirit Airlines, EVP 
Operations for WestJet and Chief Pilot, Regulatory Affairs for Air Canada Jazz.

Ravinder Minhas
• Ravinder Minhas has a Bachelor of Science in Oil & Gas Engineering from the 

University of Calgary. 

• In 2006, they became the youngest brewery owners in the world 

• The Minhas Craft Brewery is now ranked in the Top 10 breweries largest 
breweries in America.



Capital Structure
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➢ All executives are taking reduced salary, partly paid in stock 

➢ Initiate trading on the NEO exchange under the symbol CJET as of October 13, 2021

➢ Shares issued: 50.46M 

➢ Fully Diluted: 65M 

➢ Includes: 

➢ 9.37M Warrants @ $0.70 expire August/23

➢ 4.96M RSU’s



Why Invest in Canada Jetlines? 

✓ Rare ground floor opportunity to invest in a publicly traded Canadian Airline

✓ Perfectly positioned to capitalize on the rebound and rapid growth of leisure travel

✓ Expected milestones in certification, commercial agreements and aircraft delivery

✓ Highly experienced management and world class Board of Directors

✓ 100% equity financed to date

✓ Well capitalized - oversubscribed $6.5M, $0.40 unit financing July 2021 (~$20M post money valuation CDN)

✓ Operations commence early 2022 subject to Canadian Transport Authority (CTA) approval

✓ LOPA design drives lower carbon footprint per passenger mile (opportunity for travelers/pax to purchase carbon offsets)

✓ Efficiency of single fleet  Airbus A320’s growing to 15 aircraft by 2025

✓ Post pandemic opportunity to lease relatively new aircraft at highly attractive rates

✓ Low cost per available seat mile (CASM).  Forecast pricing advantage = higher margins vs. competitors 

✓ Support with partial ownership from GlobalX (July/20 $9M GX market cap USD to ~$100M Sept/21)

✓ Strategic partnership with Global X reduces operating expenses and accelerates certification timelines
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